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Abstract—Rapid growth of applications gives way to deliver business solutions via the web. SMEs develop browser based applications powered by web servers in private cloud environment and backend databases. As the web dependency increases, so do the hacking events. With every application that a SME brings online and each e-business that goes live, malicious hackers are waiting to attack. SMEs lack the knowledge pertaining to web application security, to safeguard their data and services. This happens due to lack of in-house technical experts and security architects or less budgets to carry out the security vulnerability and penetration testing. They should be aware that how insecure developments will open doors for the hackers to hack into their web applications. Exploring the modus operandi of hacking a web application will aid them in sensing the attack vectors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web application security is a modern and out of ordinary subject. For all the concerned parties, the stakes are high; for businesses that derive growing returns from Internet commerce, for users who trust web applications with insightful information, and for criminals who can make immense capital by pilfering payment details or compromising bank accounts. Reputation plays a vital role because very few people would want to do business with an insecure website. As a result, few organizations disclose details about their own security vulnerabilities or breaches. Hence, it is not a trivial task to obtain reliable information about the state of the web application security today.

In the beginning days of the Internet, the WWW consisted of web sites which were fundamentally stacks of information or databases containing static documents. Web browsers were primarily invented as a means of retrieving and displaying information. The flow of this information was static, just a one-way, from server to browser. The security incidents which arose from hosting a website were chiefly related to loopholes found in web server software. If an invader compromised a web server, he usually would not be able to achieve the right of entry to any sensitive data, for the reason that the information held on the server was open to public viewing. A hacker characteristically would just be able to modify the files on the server, to despoil the website’s contents or use the server’s storage and bandwidth to share malwares [1][8].

In the current time, Internet is just about unrecognizable from its previous existence. The conventional sites on the web are in reality, applications. They are vastly serviceable and rely on collaborative flow of data connecting the server and the browser. Functionalities such as Login/Logout, financial transactions, authorization of users etc. are being implemented. In today’s websites, the best part is the content that is generated; dynamic and catering to the desires of diverse users [2]. There are web sites which process classified and sensitive information. Considering the above, web application security is unquestionably an immense concern. End-users will not want to accept a web application if they are under the perception that their information will be breached by illegal entities [8].

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The Internet is in full function today. Pertaining to today’s highly advanced and spirited world, each and every organization irrespective of being a large grown or a SME, needs a website to amplify its brand awareness, online visibility and revenue generation [3]. Today, if a business does not have a website then it seems to be obsolete.

Small and Medium Enterprises have started to comprehend the importance of having a website for their business growth from the past few years. They have increased their presence, availability and interactivity via the Internet. These days SMEs manage all their businesses/transactions/surveys etc. via web applications. It opens up the accessibility of their businesses on all versions of the web browsers and smart devices.

For SMEs, clientele happiness along with a rise in profits is the most important element for their success. This they can attain via enhancing their visibility on web applications [8]. SMEs either deploy their custom created static/dynamic applications, or hire vendors who provide SaaS for various web applications such as CRM, Social Media, Mobility Solutions, etc. to their customers [4].
III. RESEARCH GAP

Cyber Security terrorization is mounting and getting more complicated and harder to perceive. SMEs are still in their traditional outlook that firewalls, software anti-viruses and other software are adequate to shield their network and web applications. In the midst of cyber-crime which is fast escalating, it is essential that SMEs are sentient of the security threats. A thriving company works on the foundation of revenue expansion and loss avoidance [5].

SMEs are vastly affected when any one or both of these business necessities suffer. Data leak, server downtime, name failure etc. can easily turn away new and existing customers if such situations are not brought under control [2] [5].

In today's world, information keeps on increasing at a rapid rate which in turn is pushing the SMEs to set up web applications. To defend the company's liability, SMEs need to secure knowledge while hosting their web applications in order to guard them from external threats by the hackers [3]. Attackers are always focused to disrupt their application and gain unauthorized access to their data [3]. SMEs should have the basic knowledge in understanding the threats associated within a web application.

Web applications are the principal targets for hackers to transmit their attacks. Having 200 million websites in operation makes it quite effortless for the attackers to select their target. The web is so cosmic; there is something for everyone on the internet. For SMEs, web security is not a concern. Application security is one of the imperative factors of any business IT strategy which is barely understood by the executives of the SMEs as it does not side with their business goals [3] [4].

In the existing market, SMEs are massively dependent on the Internet to extend their services and solutions to a big community. Employment opportunities are shaped, which in turn increase the country's financial system [3]. Around 65% of the SMEs build up or outsource web application development to cart out their production. This helps them to contemplate on their planned business goals and map their budget more competently [3]. While implementing web applications, SMEs would like to have a safe and sound IT environment. However, very often this necessity comes into variance with other priorities [7]. Many attempts have been made to define why SMEs fail to adapt a secure development/ cyber security strategies to protect themselves. This failure can be classified as follows [6] [7]:
- Cost: Implementing cyber security measure draws away resources from the main business, in both cash and human form.
- Complexity: Executing appropriate measures requires a significant amount of expertise and dedicated technology, in order to achieve appropriate levels of security.
- Terminology: The information and language surrounding cyber security is impenetrable to the average business person.

The aim of this research is to construct an identification model of the hacks associated with the web application, to help SMEs focus on web application attacks that are likely to have an impact on, and affect, the organization.

IV. SMEs AND WEB APPLICATIONS

Hackers have turned their focus to SMEs. In September 2012, Bitfloor suffered a web security breach in the theft of Bitcoins worth $250,000, as compared to a fortune 500 company whose value was 6000 times plus. However, the small breach for Bitfloor had put them out of market business [9]. Like Bitfloor, most of the SMEs conduct their businesses on the Web. Another instance of a SME getting hacked is of the billing and customer support provider, WHMCS in May 2012, by stealing thousands of passwords and credit card details from their systems [9].

SMEs are implementing network and patch solutions, making their network perimeter secured. Looking at this, hackers have shifted their focus and pursue attacks via web applications [9]. According to Gartner Group, 70% of the cyber-attacks take place at the application layer [9]. SMEs are showcasing their businesses/ products/ solutions via web applications which raise their market presence and contribute within the economy of the respective country [10]. SMEs believe that security implementations such as firewalls, anti-virus solutions, IDP solutions etc., contribute to the security of web applications [9].

Rise in the web application threats clearly suggest that the web is becoming popular. Until and unless these threats are not understood, the security to implement against these harmful hackers will not be an easy task to tackle with, especially for SMEs [11].

SMEs have very little knowledge in order to protect their web applications. Hackers and attackers are always finding ways and means to attack web applications created by SMEs. The latter are mainly concerned about their business profits without giving importance to the web application security [12]. They must understand that having applications in web will directly open doors to the hacking community, in order to exploit their business and data [12]. They lack in understanding the different types of threats which exist in applications hosted in a web environment [12].

In the past few years, security and privacy of data hosted online have become one of the major concerns [12]. Not understanding how a hacker targets web applications, makes it very difficult for them to secure it. Per Symantec, there has been a 72% increase in the cyber-attacks targeting small businesses [13].

V. WEBSITE HACK

For the purpose of this research, a test site in ASP.NET 2.0 hosted on IIS server has been created. It replicates a private cloud environment to exhibit live hacking scenarios.
Hack 1: Password Sniffing: The hacker can sniff the password once the credentials are entered by the end-user [10].

From the above Figure 1, the end-user has entered the credentials on the website.

Steps:

a) In Figure 2, a proxy is being used to intercept and analyze the request.

b) Hacker is able to view the credentials (Figure 3) via sniffing which are getting passed in a clear text format.

Hack 2: Cross Site Scripting (XSS): Through XSS, a hacker has the ability to hijack application sessions/cookies/sensitive parameter values. This takes place by planting of a malicious script which allows a hacker to impersonate a valid user by allowing the former to modify any information within the application. In simple terms, the attacker can send untrusted request to the website impersonating the legitimate user [10].

Steps:

a) The hacker executes XSS attack via Query String Parameters and modifies them (Figure 4) by inserting a malicious script.

b) End-user receives the malicious script (Figure 5) inserted by the hacker.

Hack 3: Response Manipulation: In this case, the attacker takes advantage of an invalidated input, inserted by the end-user within the application, and modifies the response to launch further harmful attacks.

Steps:

a) User has an interface of inserting their e-mail address and in the response there is a thank you message for the submission (Figure 6).

b) After analyzing the response, the hacker finds out the response parameter for the confirmation of the message 'Thank you for your submission' is vulnerable. Taking advantage of this parameter, the hacker will redirect the user to his/her own crafted malicious message which redirects the user to a fake website (Figure 7).

c) Once the hacker has manipulated the response, the end-user will receive a page like below (Figure 8). The hacker has manipulated the response by adding a <href> tag to redirect the user to a malicious link.

Hack 4: SQL Injection: A hacker always tries to penetrate into the database by inserting custom crafted data via the input fields of a web application.

Steps:

a) For the purpose of research and viewing of an attack on a database, a database named 'NilayITSecurityDemo' and a
Table named 'NilaySQLInjection' have been created (Figure 9).

Fig. 9: Create table NilaySQLInjection

b) The users are inserted into the table created.

c) The hacker has the view of the website and will try to extract the login credentials of the users of the web application (Figure 10).

Fig. 10: Page Created to Perform SQL Injection Attack

d) Hacker tries all various possibilities to extract the usernames and passwords.

i) To extract the table name (Figure 11), hacker has supplied fuzzed inputs.

Fig. 11: SQL Injection – Disclosure of the Table Name ‘NilaySQLInjection’

ii) Inserting ‘ OR 1=1 - - gives the username and password details of all the users (Figure 12).

Fig. 12: SQL Injection

Hack 5: Fuzzing: Hacker supplies negative inputs in order to break the application’s business logic or functionality etc. The main aim is to disrupt the application’s workflow logic targeting the actual behavior.

a) Supplying negative inputs

Steps:

a) In order to break the function logic and see the application's exception behavior, the hacker performs a fuzz test in all the input fields by supplying negative parameters.

Fig. 13: Sensitive Exception Details

Based on the above (Figure 13), the hacker is able to get to know the Database name, the server name where the MSSQL is hosted, and the path where the application is residing. Having such information in hand enables the hacker to plan further exploits.

VI. CONCLUSION

Web applications security has been an ever-growing concern since the creation of Internet. Major organizations are still in receipt of being hacked in spite of having the best security controls or information security consultants in place. SMEs are highly dependent on web applications to showcase their business solutions or services. However, they lack the knowledge pertaining to the breach of web application by the hackers. In order to protect their data, services and reputation, they should understand the protocol of a web application hack.

This research is supported by an exhaustive study and live exhibition of how a .NET web application gets breached. It specifically targets SMEs to understand the different possibilities of attack which can disrupt their businesses.

VII. FUTURE WORK

Future work will include an implementation of controlling the security, safeguarding the web applications, and hardening the Windows Server OS & IIS, in order to protect a Small and Medium Organization demonstrated within this research from the various web application attacks.
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